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	Create mobile games for iOS devices with the Sparrow iOS game framework


	About This Book

	
		Learn the principles of Game Mechanics and implement them with Sparrow's powerful framework
	
		Build an entire game throughout the course of the book
	
		This is a practical guide with step-by-step instructions to learn the art of mobile game development



	Who This Book Is For


	This book is aimed at those who have always wanted to create their own games for iOS devices. Perhaps you've already dabbled in game development and want to know how to develop games for the Apple App Store, or maybe you have developed Objective-C apps in the past but you are new to game development. In either case, this book will help with descriptive examples and teach you to develop a game throughout its course. Some experience in Objective-C and a basic understanding of object-oriented programming are required.


	What You Will Learn

	
		Create display objects and learn how to render them on the screen
	
		Animate objects on the screen
	
		Develop your game for multiple devices such as the iPhone and the iPad
	
		Organize your game into scenes and classes and build upon the iOS directory structure
	
		Create and design the user interface utilizing the Sparrow API
	
		Apply basic artificial intelligence to enemy objects to enhance the difficulty level of the game
	
		Add finishing touches to your game with music and sound effects



	In Detail


	Sparrow is a game framework with a focus on ease-of-use and current state-of-the-art technologies. The Sparrow game framework is intended for 2D games and multimedia applications and has built-in support for animation, managing objects on the screen, and touch support.


	Sparrow iOS Game Framework Beginner's Guide aims to teach a complete overview on how to develop a mobile game for iOS using Objective-C as the programming language and the Sparrow game framework. Instead of teaching concepts separately, this book will take a methodical approach, taking you through the development of an entire game using Sparrow's powerful framework.
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Building Great Software Engineering Teams: Recruiting, Hiring, and Managing Your Team from Startup to SuccessApress, 2015

	Building Great Software Engineering Teams provides engineering leaders, startup founders, and CTOs concrete, industry-proven guidance and techniques for recruiting, hiring, and managing software engineers in a fast-paced, competitive environment.


	With so much at stake, the challenge of scaling up a team can be...
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Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning: Best Practices and Principles for InstructorsInformation Science Publishing, 2008
Decades of research have shown that student collaboration in groups doesn t just happen; rather it needs to be a deliberate process facilitated by the instructor. Promoting collaboration in virtual learning environments presents a variety of challenges.
Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning: Best Practices & Principles...
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Computer Simulation in Brain ScienceCambridge University Press, 1989

	Forty-three of the leading experts in this burgeoning field have assembled to produce an exciting review of the many advances to date. The volume reviews the creation of computer models of neural function, of cognition, memory, and vision. The results and future directions explored here will have an important bearing on research into brain...
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Windows 8 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2012

	This Pocket Edition isn’t intended to make you a 

	whiz at Windows; instead, it dishes out chunks of 

	useful computing information when you need them. 

	You don’t have to become a Windows 8 expert, you 

	just need to know enough to get by quickly, cleanly, 

	and with a minimum of pain so that...
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Taking Your Android Tablets to the MaxApress, 2012


	Silently, and without warning, the Android operating system has quickly dominated the mobile

	ecosystem. This operating system exists in many forms, across many devices, and offers a rich

	selection of powerful features that could completely change how you accomplish tasks

	throughout your day. If you’re looking for a tablet or...
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The 10 Immutable Laws of Power Selling: The Key to Winning Sales, Wowing Customers, and Driving Profits Through the RoofMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Don’t just watch them—join them! Become a member of that elite group of sales  pros who consistently break records in every selling environment. The 10  Immutable Laws of Power Selling reveals the secrets of the world’s greatest  power sellers and shows you how to set some records of your own.

With case...
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